ABSTRACT
LINEAR ANALYTICAL HEAT FLOW SOLUTION FOR A PLATE WITH OPTIONAL THICKNESS AND RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER ON SURFACES BY C-I-N HEAT SOURCE MODEL
Energy heat transport in HAZ is mainly progressed by thermal conduction and can be described by F-K partial differential equation.
Here is the way how the solution for temporary temperature fields is received. The integral transformation method is being used.
HS power input in volume showed by eq. (12) -part I in impulse form is described as: Problems of welding in shipbuilding -an analytic-numerical assessment of the thermal cycle in Haz with three dimensional heat source models in agreement with modelling rules
Graphic interpretation of the above conditions is shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Graphic interpretation of boundary conditions
The x 0 , y 0 and z 0 variable transformations for equation (3) are executed with use the classic Fourier transformation. Transformation module for x 0 is described as 2 :
The integration range is (-∞, + ∞). The equation (3) after multiplying by (4) looks like:
Transforming operation:
Transforming operations for: y 0 , z 0 , and t variables. These are obviously transformations for variables other than x 0, which simplifies the counting.
Therefore for y 0 , z 0 variable we'll obtain (5b) (5c) and for t variable: (5e) and finally after first transformation the following is received:
Similarly like for x 0, this classic Fourier transformation we will use for y 0 transformation.
Transformation module for y 0 is described as:
The integration range is (-∞, + ∞). The equation (6) after multiplying by (7) and transforming looks like:
Finally, transformation module for z 0 is described as: So, the following is received:
The solution of (13) is Green function corresponding to differential operator:
The Green's functions solution is as follows: (14) In order to obtain solution for T(x, y,z, t) -the reverse transformations must be provided.
At first, reverse transformations with specified modules for "x 0 " and "y 0 " will be executed.
The reverse transformations modules are as follows:
The integration range is (-∞, + ∞) for both: "p" and "q" variables.
In turn, the equation (14) after multiplying by (16) and "p" retransformation looks like:
Then, the equation (17) 
LINEAR ANALYTICAL HEAT FLOW SOLUTION FOR PLATE WITH OPTIONAL THICKNESS AND RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER ON SURFACES BY USED D-E HEAT SOURCE MODEL
Similarly are estimated temperature fields for D-E heat source model but in a little complicated manner. At the beginning we must establish two partial differential heat flow equations for two different "quadrants" of another ellipsoids (Fig. 5, part I) at the same boundary conditions-equations (3a) ÷ (3e): -x > 0, (Fig. 5, part I The above integral can't be solved immediately but an algorithm can be used to obtain a satisfactory approach. In order to obtain the solution, the function may be written
In particular, nlast may be small when calculating for thin plates with quite large z-semi axis, see Fig. 2 . In general, a source of given c and plates with large thickness, require a high nlast parameter which makes the whole calculation longer. For example, analysing a plate with thickness g = 5 cm, penetrated by a "double ellipsoid configuration of source" with c = 2 cm, the approx function must be used with nlast = 13 (or larger) and is equal to:
So, a Fourier transformation for the z variable can be easily found:
The integral equation (32) is computed with the use of computer symbolic calculation. The result is usually very long. This expression is signed as to perform the rest operations.
Through execution the reverse transformation for specified modules for x 0 , y 0 , z 0 in the same way as previously for C-I-N H-S model the temporary temperature field generated by a pulsed "double ellipsoid configuration of source" is finally achieved as follows:
Using an additivity method, we may achieve the summary temperature field generated by moving heat source as follows:
-stationary co-ordinates system:
-moving co-ordinates system: x = x 0 -vt, y = y 0 , z = z 0 :
where: 
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